
Chemin de CLUNY : GUYENNE - GASCOGNE 

DIRECTION WEST - EAST :  AGEN - MOISSAC 

STAGE 14 A :  Roquefort - Brax -Le Passage - Agen 

Section length: 8,5 km   Allow: 2 h30mn   Height difference: + 65m / – 46m   Difficulty: Easy 

 

 

  

This section of the route follows the red and white waymarking of the GR 652 almost to the end. 

Roquefort (47) is located 6 km from Agen and 57 km from Moissac by car. 

Parking around the city hall. 

Depart from the information point in the centre of Roquefort.  

Pass the bar, and a few metres further on turn left to cross the D656, then turn right into the next road out of 

Roquefort, the rue des Fleurs. Continue straight on between houses on the rue des Lys. Pass under the 

AGEN 



motorway and cross straight over the crossroads just beyond. You are on the rue de la Plaine (the C3). At the 

next junction, cross the busy D119 and continue straight along the chemin du Barrail. 

 (About halfway along this country road, on your right is a former chapel, now part of a private property). 

 At the end of the road, turn left into the chemin du Rieumort. After approximately 50 metres, turn right. 

Continue along the tarred chemin de Franquet until you come to a small log footbridge on your right. Cross 

the bridge, continue straight on and almost immediately you arrive at the edge of the canal. Turn right, 

keeping the canal to your left. When you come to a tarred bridge, cross it, then turn immediately right to 

continue along the canal path, this time with the canal on your right. At the lock, continue straight ahead 

along the canal path, under lovely trees. As you approach the pont-canal (where the canal forms a bridge over 

the river valley below), you will see a water tap to the left. Cross the pont-canal. (Just beyond, below to the 

left, is a beautifully-restored pump house, now the Café Vélo). Continue along the canal, passing under a road 

bridge, until you find yourself opposite the Agen railway station. 

Here you leave the GR652, (be careful from this point, the waymarking become red and green )  

Turning right to cross the road bridge over the canal. At the end of the bridge turn left, then almost 

immediately right to traverse the pedestrian crossing leading you onto the iron footbridge over the railway 

lines. Descend the ramp to the station.  

You have arrived at the end of the Cluniac footpath of Guyenne - Gascogne.  

Note : SNCF rail link between Agen and Moissac. 

 

  


